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Russell's Ontological Turn and the M ultiple Relation Theory 
The [undamental thesis o[ early I<ussell ([rom The Pri配ψles0/ Mα~thematics 
4“‘Me白iηO昭 'sThe以ωoryo[ Co∞n印 lexesand Assumptions" (1904)) is that there are objectively 
false propositions (fictions) as well as objectively true propositions ([acts). Depending on 
the thesis， he constructs philosophical theories as follows. Theory o[ judgment: Judgment 
is a d ualrelation between the judging mind ancl a proposi tion. Theory of meaning: Meaning 
is a dual relation between a sentence ancl a proposition. Theory of logical constant: A 
logical constant， say， implication is a dual relation between two propositions. Middle Rus-
sel (from 勺 n the Nature of Truth and Falsehood" (1910) to Theory 0/ !u叩ωledge
(1913))， however， denies his early thesis. Namely， he comes to think that there are no 
propositions that might be either true or false and that there are only facts 
tological turn forces him to reconsider the above theories.日!ithregard to judgment， he 
advances the multiple relation theory of judgment. According to the theory， judgment is a 
multiple relation o[ the juclging mincl to more than two objects， which are particulars or 
universals， but not propositions. With regard to meaning and logical constant， Russell does 
not have anyηew theories that are independent of the existence of propositions. So we 
must do it by ourselves. My first proposal in this paper is that we should regard mean-
multiple relation too. Take， for example， the sentence “John loves Mary" 
sentence cloes not mean the proposition that ]ohn loves Mary. It has ]ohn， Mary， ancl the 
“love" as its meanings， and is multiply relatecl to these meanings‘ My second 
proposal is that we could regard logical constant as m ultiple relation. Suppose， [or example， 
that it is the case that if ]ohn is a dog， then Mary is a cat. "へ!hatthere is in this case 
is not the dual relation “implication" between the proposition that John is a clog and the 
proposition that Mary is a cat， but the multiple relation “implication" among John， the 
property“clog"， Mary， and the property“cat". The multiple relation theories of meaning 
and of logical constant are completely free from the existence of propositions. Although 
these theories might seem to be implausible， 1 can not fincl any reason to reject them while 
maintaining the multiple relation theory of judgment. 
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